Objective To evaluate the interdevice reproducibility of retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness measurements obtained with the commercially available GDx-VCC, a scanning laser polarimeter with variable (individualized) corneal compensation. Methods A prospective instrument validation study in which 13 GDx-VCC devices were tested. One eye each, from three normal subjects were used to test each of the devices, on the same day, by an experienced operator. Variability and reproducibility for each of five GDx parameters were calculated.
Introduction
Assessment of the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) is an important modality in diagnosing glaucoma and following patients over time. 1 Quantifying RNFL thickness at the peripapillary region holds promise in providing information on the structural damage occurring in glaucoma. To this end, several technologies exist for measuring RNFL thickness, each utilizing different properties of light. 2 Scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) combines a confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope coupled with an integrated polarimeter, providing a quantitative evaluation of the RNFL thickness. 3 Polarized light undergoes a phase shift as it passes through any polarizing medium, a shift that is proportional to both the polarizing properties as well as the thickness of that medium. In the eye, in addition to the RNFL, both the cornea [4] [5] [6] [7] and, to a lesser extent, the lens 8 are polarizing tissues. This is due to the tightly packed parallel infrastructure makeup of these tissues.
Recently, it became evident that for meaningful SLP data, it is necessary to neutralize the anterior segment polarization component in order to measure the RNFL contribution reliably. 5, 9, 10 The magnitude and axis of the corneal component has been shown to differ widely among different individuals. 4, 5 RNFL polarimetry employing the custom corneal compensation correction relies on a twostep approach: first, a foveal scan is taken. Any retardation measured is attributed to the cornea (and lens), as the foveal region is known to be devoid of axons, and thus presumed to be neutral with respect to polarization properties. Once the corneal contribution of that given eye is ascertained and neutralized, a second scan of the peripapillary region is taken.
In this study, we analysed interdevice reproducibility of the commercially available GDx-VCC instrument. Inter-device reproducibility is an important component of variability that is often overlooked, perhaps owing to the difficulty of executing a study in which multiple devices need to be available simultaneously. In fact, interdevice reproducibility is what makes the results of one study applicable to the clinical setting of others. Hence, the lack of interdevice reproducibility would significantly weaken the generalizability of any data published.
Methods

Subjects
In all, 13 GDx-VCC devices were evaluated using one randomly selected eye from three normal volunteers aged 38, 39, and 46 years, two men, and a woman. Informed consent was obtained from all participants and Institutional Ethics Committee approval was obtained. Two subjects underwent a complete eye examination, including a medical history, slit-lamp examination, intraocular pressure measurement, and a standard fullthreshold visual field. They were classified as normal, based on: intraocular pressure measurement o21 mmHg and no documented prior elevated measurements, normal-appearing optic discs, as judged by a glaucomatrained ophthalmologist, and a visual field glaucoma hemifield test within normal limits. The third subject did not undergo an eye examination and is hence presumed as normal, based on a negative medical history and a normal GDx-VCC examination (NFI ¼ 11).
The GDx-VCC instrument
The GDx-VCC (Laser Diagnostics Technologies, San Diego, CA USA) is the first commercially available variable cornea compensator scanning laser polarimeter. It differs from previous models, including the GDx with a fixed compensator, 11 the Access model (also with a fixed compensator), which it resembles externally, as well as from the modified GDx mounted with a manual variable corneal compensator, 4,5,10 a noncommercial investigational (prototype) model, of which only a few units were ever produced. For this study, we used 13 GDx-VCC units set up side by side.
Measurements
A single experienced examiner scanned each of the three tested eyes during a single day, on all 13 machines. Two examiners participated in the study, such that one examiner scanned two of the subjects. The order in which machines were used was random. Each scan, on each machine, was composed of a foveal scan (also referred to as a corneal scan), and a peripapillary scan. Each examiner was instructed to achieve a high quality scan, as judged by her experience, as well as a quality score of at least 8/10 (if achievable), yet not to re-scan beyond three attempts. Once a good-quality scan was obtained, a printed copy was made and the examiner and examinee proceeded to the next machine.
GDx parameters
From the 16 parameters appearing on the GDx printout (software version: GDx-VCC 5.1.0), we chose the five parameters appearing on the first printout page, which are those parameters chosen by the manufacturer to be the most informative and that are best able to discriminate between normal and glaucomatous eyes. These parameters are: TSNIT average (the average RNFL thickness within the measured ring, named 'TemporalSuperior-Nasal-Inferior-Temporal'), Superior average (the average of the RNFL thickness values of the points within the ring along the superior 1201 section), Inferior average (the average of the RNFL thickness values of the points within the ring along the inferior 1201 section), TSNIT standard deviation (the standard deviation of the data points within the measured ring), and NFI, which is a support vector machine-derived parameter indicating the likelihood that the eye is glaucomatous.
Statistical analysis
Data were analysed using JMP statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) Coefficient of variation, 95% confidence intervals (95% CI), and Cronbach's alpha reliability were calculated for each of the five GDx parameters.
Results
All scans were subjectively judged to be of good quality by the experienced examiners. Of the 39 scans, all received a machine-determined quality score of 8-9 (out of 10), apart from three scans that scored 7.
Interdevice reproducibility
Interdevice variability data for each eye, as well as averaged across eyes, are presented in Table 1 . A major question underlying this study was to ascertain whether all 13 devices provide data that are comparable, or perhaps some of the devices generate data that are significantly different. To test for this, we calculated the item reliability (Cronbach's alpha) for each of the five GDx parameters, comparing across devices (Table 2) . A high reliability (0.97-1.00) was found between devices for four of the five parameters, while the Inferior-Average parameter showed somewhat lesser reliability (0.84). Figure 1 presents the distribution of data across devices by subjects for the TSNIT-Average parameter.
Discussion
Interdevice reproducibility is one component of reproducibility, alongside interexaminer, intrasession, intersession, as well as short-and long-term variability. All are important in the process of evaluating any new diagnostic technology. It would be beneficial to have a model eye that could be used periodically to test, calibrate, and consequently standardize an individual machine against a gold standard. Such a model eye exists, for instance, for standardized ophthalmic echography. 12 However, in the absence of such a model eye for scanning laser polarimetry, we chose to submit a human eye to the test, presuming that any changes observed during the course of several hours, in a normal eye, should be attributed to interdevice variability rather than to true anatomical changes in the RNFL. In this interdevice reproducibility study, the 'tested subjects' were in fact the GDx devices (n ¼ 13).
Interdevice reproducibility data are somewhat difficult to collect, owing to the need to assemble a large number of instruments. The only study on interdevice reproducibility on any RNFL-imaging device that we are familiar with is a study by Colen et al 13 performed using the previous version of the GDx (without the variable corneal compensator) and included a subanalysis of three GDx devices. In contrast, comprehensive intradevice reproducibility data exist for the different imaging devices. 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Subject C did not undergo a full eye examination and visual field, and is hence only presumed to be normal. As glaucomatous eyes have previously demonstrated higher showing the between-device distribution of measurements for each subject. For each subject, the mean for all devices is presented as a horizontal dotted line.
variability in structural measurements, 13, 15 inadvertently including a non-normal eye, if anything, would have increased the variability found in this study.
In this study, we examined the interdevice reproducibility of 13 GDx-VCC devices. Both COV and 95% CI range (5.06% and 3.84 mm, respectively) for the TSNIT average RNFL thickness parameter combined with the very high reliability alpha suggest good reproducibility across devices. In conclusion, we found the interdevice reproducibility to be acceptable for comparing data across devices.
